Abstract

In Data mining applications, very large training data sets with several million records are common. Decision trees are very much powerful and excellent technique for both classification and prediction problems. Many decision tree construction algorithms have been proposed to develop and handle large or small training data. Some related algorithms are best for large data sets and some for small data sets. Each algorithm works best for its own criteria. The decision tree algorithms classify categorical and continuous attributes very well but it handles efficiently only a smaller data set. It consumes more time for large datasets. Supervised Learning In Quest (SLIQ) and Scalable Parallelizable Induction of Decision Tree (SPRINT) handles very large datasets. But SLIQ requires that the class labels should be available in main memory beforehand. SPRINT is best suited for large data sets and it removes all these memory restrictions. The research work deals with the automatic selection of decision tree algorithm based on training dataset size. This proposed system first prepares the training dataset size using the mathematical measure. The result training set size problem will be checked with the available memory space. If memory is very sufficient then the tree construction will continue. After the classifying the data, the accuracy of the classifier data set
is estimated. The main advantages of the proposed method are that the system takes less time and avoids memory problem.
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